
ou

Weekly Spelling Pattern: words that 
sound like /u/ but have the spelling:



Watch the BBC Bitesize clip:

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zt62mnb/articles/zyq7v9q

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zt62mnb/articles/zyq7v9q




Spin the spinner to pick a word from this week’s 
spelling list and roll a die to choose a challenge.

Speed write the word you 
land on ten times.

Spin

Use a dictionary to find out 
the meaning.

Write the word in a 
sentence with a 
subordinate clause.

Write the word in a 
question.

Write the word in a 
sentence with an adverb.

Write the word in direct 
speech. Remember to use 
inverted commas.
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Simon Says!
Stand up

Ask you parent to say a ‘Simon says’ sentence.

If it contains an ou word that sounds like u, sit down.

If not, stay standing up.

i.e:  Simon says the couple looked lovely on their photo.



Parent/ Sibling Challenge:

Each person has only two minutes to write as many 
words as you can which contain this week’s spelling 
pattern- remember, it has to make the u sound!

i.e.  double,  young,  couple

…shhhhh…
keep them 

hidden!

Then, take turns to shout out each word.  If both people have the 
same word, both cross it out.  The inner is the person who has 
the most words not crossed out when all have been shouted out.



This week’s challenges- to be completed throughout 
Monday – Thursday when you have time.

Definitions (write whole sentences in book)

 Crossword (answers provided)

Pairs- print out the words twice (or write on pieces of card) 
then muddle up place them face down.  Turn over two cards 

at a time to try to find a matching pair.

Handwriting in purple book



Match the spelling to it’s 
definition:

Match the spelling to it’s 
definition:



Solve using ‘ou’ words









Handwriting- using your neatest cursive!

rough

tough

enough 

couple
nourish
touch
cousin
country
encourage
flourish
trouble
young


